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What is OCFSN? 

59 NGOs strengthening local and regional food systems for better 

economic, social, health, environmental, and equity outcomes.

broaden understanding of issues, build relationships and trust, develop 

common purpose, create collective capacity

Policy Committee: do all that for public policy transformation
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We acknowledge that our food system is built and maintained on a 
foundation of oppression and systemic racism of Native peoples, 
people of color, and immigrants. 

Through a coordinated statewide network, we address this historic 
and systemic inequality in land ownership, food access, and labor 
by prioritizing the allocation of resources, decision making and 
power to historically excluded communities. 

We aim to hold ourselves accountable by building relationships, 
seeking inclusive participation, and practicing transparency.

OCFSN Equity Statement



Community Food Systems at the 2021 Legislature

• Newsletter, listserv, website, biweekly 
meetings

• Who are racial equity leaders & what are 
their legislative priorities?

• Matrix w/DEI
• Allyship workshops



Allyship Workshop #1



Allyship Workshop #1

Three workshops:
● Oct. 12, 2020
● Feb. 18, 2021 
● July 13, 2021



Allyship Workshop #1
- pre-session - 

Participant Strategies for the Legislative Session 
(examples)

❖ Share policy priorities early
❖ Track partners' priorities and specific ways to support
❖ Educate hesitant board members on 501c3 advocacy 

opportunities 
❖ Amplify voices of marginalized farmers, ranchers, rural 

Oregonians 
❖ Actively respond to partner requests → endorse bills, 

distribute action alerts, contact legislators
❖ Hold Governor accountable for prioritizing DEI and 

environmental justice in state budget 



Allyship Workshop #1

Participant takeaways:

❖ Allyship is: 
➢ a continuous practice, not a self-proclaimed identity
➢ awareness of the space we take up
➢ decentering white voices

❖ They are eager to learn … but uncertain how to implement 
➢ lack of organizational knowledge and capacity on public policy
➢ divisiveness within organizations on how to do the work

❖ Building community, genuine relationships are crucial to center the 
voices of those most affected

❖ Intentional re-frame of the land acknowledgement:  
➢ intention vs. impact



Allyship in Bills Activity

Discuss the following questions and use the 
jamboards to map out action items and 
shared language to support this bills. 

1. What’s the connection between this bill 
and OCFSN objectives? 

2. From a DEIJ stance, why is it important 
for us to support this bill? 

3. What actions would help move this bill 
forward? 

Allyship workshop #2: Feb. 18, 2021



Jamboard





Allyship in Practice 
Examples



Allyship in practice: takeaways, next steps
Takeaways:
● Allyship at the legislature needs work before & after the sessions. 
● It needs to develop in the policy arena and in ways not specific to policy. 
● There is no allyship “checklist” for policy agenda development.



Allyship in practice: takeaways, next steps
Takeaways:
● Allyship at the legislature needs work before & after the sessions. 
● It needs to develop in the policy arena and in ways not specific to policy. 
● There is no allyship “checklist” for policy agenda development.

Next steps (examples):
● "Why that bill now?" Understand PCUN’s process, long-term vision 
● Learn practices: e.g., NSAC's racial equity assessment tool for policy 

prioritization. 
● Keep listening: Food Charter process
● Intersections: housing, poverty, "Fair Shot"



Onward: [Still] Central Questions 

● How are voting rights for 
incarcerated people related to 
food systems?

● Once we see these connections, 
how do we act effectively?

● When are well-meaning actions 
helpful? When are they harmful?


